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Tongue Twister 1. Good cookies could be cooked by good cook if a

good cook could cook good cookies. 2. If you understand, say

understand. If you don’t understand, say don’t understand. If

you understand say you don’t understand. How can I understand

you understand. Understand? 3. Peter Pipe picked a peck of pickled

peppers prepared by his parents and put them on a large paper plate. 

Ⅱ Conversation Possible Topics sup2. Bus / taxi / cab / private car /

subway / Tube underground / tram time / safety / money sup2. It

would be fast developing in 15 years time and will cover everywhere

in Beijing. It will be really convenient. Hotels What kind of

accommodation do you usually stay in when you go on holiday? Do

you stay in a hotel or an apartment you are on holiday? What kinds

of facilities do you think hotels ought to provide for business people?

(Why?) Do you think companies should pay for their staff to stay in

expensive hotels on business trips? (Why? / Why not?) Should

people stay in expensive hotels on business trips? (Why? / Why not?)

sup2. city breaks, beach holidayssun-tanned / fast-tanned

centersup2. Hitchhiking, hitchhiker (take a gap year)sup2. Sight

seeing sup2. Well equipped conference

room,sound-proofmulti-function hall video-conferencing,

tele-conferencing amp. QuestionsSuggested Answers and NoteJob

What kind of job would you like to do most?(Why?)What would



your ideal job be?What kind of job do you like? Should companies

offer training to staff?(Why? / Why not?)Do you think companies

should provide training for staff? Would you like to work

abroad?(Why? / Why not?)Is the opportunity to work in another

country important to you? Job titleJob responsibilityJob satisfaction

sup2. broaden one’s horizon, experiencesup2. ⋯is a real

eye-opener&sup2. culture messenger Training Course What kind of

training course have you ever taken?Have you ever taken any

training course? What do you think is most important when you

choose a training course? (Why?) What do you usually expect from

a training course? NewOriental School BEC online training course

Computer skill training course LocationTransportationDuration of

courseCostFlexibility of trainerTopics coveredMaterialsFollow up
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